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Predicted low frequency structures
in the wake of elliptical cylinders
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Abstract

The vortex structures in the wake of 2D elliptical cylinders at low Reynolds numbers are investigated for a Reynolds
range of 75 to 175 using direct numerical simulation. By varying the aspect ratio of an elliptical cylinder, the geom
varied between the extremes of a circular cylinder and a flat plate normal to the flow. The power spectrum analys
vertical velocity along the horizontal centreline shows the presence of secondary and tertiary frequencies in the far reg
wake. As the Reynolds number is increased and/or the aspect ratio is decreased, the lower frequencies in the far wa
more dominant and their inception point occurs closer to the elliptical cylinder. This research suggests that the low fr
unsteadiness behind normal flat plates does not need to be due to the vortex interaction, but, rather, can result from th
of a two-dimensional instability of the mean wake.
 2003 Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Flow structures behind bluff bodies have been the focus of extensive research due to, amongst other things, their im
to the drag on vehicles and structures. The circular cylinder has been the generic bluff body used for the majority of
However, at low Reynolds numbers (Re), the low frequency unsteadiness that is observed behind normal flat plates is not p
in the near wake. In the present study, the use of elliptical cylinders will be shown to facilitate the numerical analysis
structures that occur in the far wake because they form closer to the body before they are diffused.

Najjar and Balachandar [1] conducted both two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) simulations on a no
plate atRe = 250 and investigated low frequency unsteadiness. In the 2D simulations, the drag coefficient exhibited a d
periodic cycle driven by the shedding of von Karman type vortices. However, a low frequency component was appare
time history of the drag coefficient. Najjar and Balachandar stated that the Karman vortex interaction downstream ca
low frequency unsteadiness. In the 3D simulations, the drag history showed a more unpredictable periodicity. The m
responsible for the low frequency unsteadiness was due to a gradual switching back and forth between shedding
high mean and low mean drag. The high-drag regime wake resembled a mode B-type wake structure [2], while the
regime wake resembled a flow similar to that caused by large-scale dislocation, both similar to states observed behin
cylinders [3]. The 2D simulations were largely ignored by Najjar and Balachandar, even though low-frequency unst
was present, because the wake structures were so different from the 3D results.
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Few studies have explored flow structures in the far wake that are different from those observed in the near wake region.
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Visualisations made by Taneda [4] showed the decay of the Karman street wake and the growth of a larger secondary
in the far wake that appeared to be much like the original Karman vortex street, but with a longer wavelength. Taneda c
that the secondary vortex street was due a hydrodynamic instability based on the mean velocity profile. It was suppose
original wake structure decays and the wake ‘rearranges’ itself into a new configuration appropriate to the changed c
downstream. Cimbala et al. [5] concluded that the secondary wake structure did not depend on the scale or freque
Karman shedding frequency. Rather, their results showed that the frequencies amplified in the far wake were not rela
Karman shedding frequency but had good agreement to those found using linear stability theory. Conversely, William
demonstrated that the near wake (FK) frequency directly influenced the far wake. The frequency of the far wake (FFW) was
given byFFW = FK − FT whereFT was the frequency of the two-dimensional instability. He also showed that the far
was extremely sensitive to free-stream disturbances. As a result of this sensitivity, it was very difficult to define a natu
state.

This paper examines the nominally two-dimensional wake states behind elliptical bodies at low Reynolds numbe
numerical simulation as the body geometry is changed from a flat plate normal to the free stream flow to that of a
cylinder. In particular, it is concerned with secondary and tertiary structures in the wake and their associated freq
A parameter space model for the wake structures (revised from [7]) is outlined and the power spectra are analysed.

The two parameters that were varied in this investigation were the Aspect Ratio(AR) and Reynolds number(Re). Shown
in Fig. 1 is the progression of a normal flat plate (AR = 0) to a cylinder (AR = 1). The transverse width(A) is used as theRe
length scale for the simulations.

A 2D spectral-element method was used to solve the unsteady Navier–Stokes equations governing the fluid fl
spectral-element method is based on the Galerkin finite-element method incorporating high-order Lagrangian po
shape functions within each element. This method has been validated in many simulations, and especially on circula
wakes [8]. Simulations were carried out forAR = 0.01 to 1.00 and forRe = 75 to 175.

The macro grid employed is displayed in Fig. 2. The origin of the axis is located at the centre of the cylinder. To accom
different aspect ratio elliptical bodies, the grid near the cylinder was stretched. The same number of macro-elements
near the surface of the ellipse to capture the boundary layer. A boundary condition of uniform velocity was assigned t
and bottom edges, and on the circular left boundary. The side boundaries were positioned 30A away from the cylinder. The

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of changing aspect ratio. Shown isAR = 0.01, AR = 0.25, andAR = 1.0.

Table 1
Dependence of Strouhal number and mean drag coefficient on the polynomial order for
AR = 0.25 atRe = 175

Element size(N × N) Strouhal number Mean Cd

5× 5 0.16822 1.0896
6× 6 0.16585 1.0716
7× 7 0.16542 1.0689
8× 8 0.16529 1.0678
9× 9 0.16524 1.0675
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Fig. 2. Macro element grid used for numerical simulations forAR = 0.25.

right-hand boundary was specified as an outlet (zero normal velocity gradient condition) and placed 100A downstream. The
ellipse was specified as a no-slip wall, with the curvature of the walls calculated to produce a smooth surface for the
used in the spectral-element numerical code.

The resolution of the grid was investigated forAR = 0.25 to ensure grid independence. The effect of changing the numb
nodes per element in each direction(N) is shown in Table 1. Each macro-element shown in Fig. 2 is subdivided internally
N ×N nodes for the interpolating polynomials (polynomial order isN −1). For the resolution study conducted atRe = 175 for
AR = 0.25, the Strouhal number (St) and drag coefficient on the elliptical cylinder had converged to better than 0.1% byN = 8.
This accuracy was deemed to be sufficient andN = 8 was used for all simulations.

2. Results

2.1. Data collection method

To analyse the frequency response of the flow, simulations were run for 1200 non-dimensional time units until all t
effects were removed from the domain. Time was non-dimensionalised by the upstream velocity and ellipse diameterA. A time
history of theX andY velocity components at 46 discrete points behind the elliptical cylinder on the horizontal centrelin
logged for a further 700 non-dimensional time units. This was sufficient to capture at least 6 cycles of the lowest Strouh
of interest and to conduct a 218 point Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The power spectrum from the time series of theY compo-
nent of velocity was used to determine the dominant frequencies present in the wake as a function of the downstream

2.2. Shedding patterns

The six shedding patterns previously outlined by Johnson et al. [7] have been remapped to represent five diffe
patterns which have clear boundaries according to the power spectrum along the centreline. These are categorised
frequency (F0), primary frequency (F1), secondary frequency with no interaction (F2NI), secondary frequency (F2)
frequency (LF) regimes. The F0 regime is not discussed in this paper, as there is no associated shedding freque
discussed in Johnson et al. [7]. Vorticity plots are used to visualise the wake structures. It must be stressed that
development is categorised according to what is observed in the first 100 ellipse widths downstream; it is probable
cases that the wake evolves different characteristics further downstream. For example, the circular cylinder is known t
secondary structures hundreds of diameters downstream [5].

The F1 regime corresponds to the standard Karman-type vortex shedding pattern in the wake of the cylinder. As
Fig. 3, in the far wake region, positive and negative vortex cores from the primary shedding diffuse together into tw
extending downstream to the outlet. These two shear layers are symmetric about the horizontal centreline.

In the F2NI regime, a two-dimensional instability is apparent in the far wake from the power spectra analysis but
visible in vorticity plots (Fig. 4). In the downstream region where the secondary frequency is present, the primary shedd
the cylinder has decayed sufficiently such that it does not interact directly with the vortices from the cylinder and no se
structures are observed. The flow field visualisations are the similar to those for the F1 regime (Fig. 3) except the brea
the primary wake occurs further upstream.

In the F2 region, the two-dimensional instability that is present in the far wake is stronger and the initiation point is oc
further upstream. As a result, a secondary vortex pattern is visible in the wake (Fig. 5) which is due to the increase in st
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Fig. 3. Vorticity plot of the primary frequency (F1) regime atRe = 75 for AR = 0.25. The only vortices present are those shed from the cylin
developing into a parallel shear layer in the far wake. The contour range is(−1,1) with solid lines solid lines indicating regions of positiv
vorticity and dashed lines indicating negative vorticity. Flow is from left to right.

Fig. 4. Vorticity plot of the secondary frequency with no interaction (F2NI) regime atRe = 100 for AR = 0.25. No secondary structures a
visible in the far wake.

Fig. 5. Vorticity plot of the secondary frequency (F2) regime atRe = 125 forAR = 0.25. The primary structure breaks down to form a second
structure in the far wake.

Fig. 6. Vorticity plot of the low frequency (LF) regime atRe = 175 forAR = 0.25. The primary structure develops into an unsteady struc
with a low frequency component present. Note that numerical domain in vertical direction extended well beyond that shown.

the two-dimensional instability. It is important to note that the secondary structure is not a period-doubling mode of the
vortex street.

An instantaneous plot of the vorticity in low frequency (LF) regime is shown in Fig. 6. This regime is defined b
presence of a low frequency signal in the power spectrum analysis. The flow structures are quite complex, showin
distinct features. In the near wake region, the Karman vortex street is quickly transformed into an unsteady second
with merging and pairing of the primary vortices where a secondary lower frequency is dominant. At higher Reynolds n
(Re > 150 forAR = 0.25), a tertiary frequency dominates the far wake flow field. Flow visualisation animations suggest t
secondary vortex structures start to interact to form a larger structure encompassing the smaller vortices in the region
tertiary frequency is dominant. However, since the tertiary structures are so close to the outlet, grid domain resolutio
are being undertaken to determine the effect of the outflow boundary condition.
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Fig. 7. Shedding pattern parameter space map. Solid lines are included to aid visualisation of boundaries of regimes but do not de
boundaries.

The corresponding wavelength of the low frequency signal is visualised in Fig. 6 by a dashed line passing through t
pairs in the wake. This low frequency is due to the interaction of the primary frequency and secondary frequencies as
the frequency analysis later.

2.3. Parameter space map

The parameter space model depicting the regions where various regimes occur is shown in Fig. 7. For highAR and lowRe,
the F1 regime is present in the wake. As theAR decreases and/or theRe increases, the wake moves through the F2NI reg
until the secondary frequency interacts with the primary frequency in the F2 regime. For highRe and lowAR, the low-frequency
structure is present causing unsteady secondary and tertiary structures. Since the outlet boundary is located 100A downstream,
any frequencies amplified past 100A are not included in this parameter space map.

3. Power spectrum analysis

The wake transition that results from theRe increase and/or theAR decrease is associated with a change in the domi
frequencies present in the wake. The frequencies for a particular aspect ratio,AR = 0.25 will be examined below to investiga
the flow changes that occur from the F1 to the LF regime as theRe is increased (see Figs. 8–17). For each Re, two figure
displayed. The first figure shows the normalised power spectra of the transverse component of the centreline velocity
locations in the wake. The elliptical cylinder is located atX/D = 0 on the centreline distance axis. At each cut downstream
normalised power amplitude is plotted against the normalised frequency or Strouhal number (St). The frequencies of interes
(mainly the dominant frequencies) are indicated by vertical shaded planes in the downstream direction. The ener
frequencies is displayed in the second figure showing their growth and decay as they travel downstream. The en
calculated by integrating the power of the frequency peaks.

As shown in Fig. 8, atRe = 75 (F1 regime), only one frequency is present. This frequency is the primary frequency
Karman vortex shedding from the elliptical cylinder. The energy decays quickly as the vortices diffuse (Fig. 9) with little
left in this frequency atX > 50.

At Re = 100 (F2NI regime), a second frequency corresponding to the two-dimensional instability is present in the fa
and the power of this instability increases as it propagates downstream (Fig. 10). However, the vortex structures s
the elliptical cylinder have diffused before onset of the two-dimensional instability. This is shown in Fig. 11 where the
corresponding to the primary frequency has decayed to the extent where there is no effective energy left before the
the secondary mode. No secondary shedding is visible in the vorticity plots from the interaction of the vortex street
cylinder with the two-dimensional instability.
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Fig. 8. Normalised power spectra of the transverse velocity component on centreline forAR = 0.25 atRe = 75.

Fig. 9. Downstream development of selected frequency energy forAR = 0.25 atRe = 75.

In the F2 Regime atRe = 125 (Fig. 13), there is increased energy in the secondary instability and substantial amplifi
occurs further upstream. The secondary structure is periodic which can be seen by the absence of other non
frequencies in the far wake shown in Fig. 12. The frequency atSt = 0.2004 is a harmonic of the secondary frequency. T
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Fig. 10. Normalised power spectra of the transverse velocity component on centreline forAR = 0.25 atRe = 100.

Fig. 11. Downstream development of selected frequency energy forAR = 0.25 atRe = 100.

secondary structure is not a multiple of the primary frequency suggesting that secondary structure is due to an instab
on the mean velocity profile and is not due to vortex pairing. This secondary instability causes the two parallel rows of
to become unstable and start to oscillate. As this new structure moves downstream, it develops into a larger scale vor
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Fig. 12. Normalised power spectra of the transverse velocity component on centreline forAR = 0.25 atRe = 125.

Fig. 13. Downstream development of selected frequency energy forAR = 0.25 atRe = 125.

When theRe is increased to 150, a low frequency component is present in the wake. The normalised power spectra
shows that the wake is no longer periodic with theSt content being more chaotic than in the F2 regime. This low freque
appears to be due to the interaction between the primary frequency and secondary frequency. It is not the cause of the
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quency
Fig. 14. Normalised power spectra of the transverse velocity component on centreline forAR = 0.25 atRe = 150.

Fig. 15. Downstream development of selected frequency energy forAR = 0.25 atRe = 150.

shedding since it was not present at lowerRe and also because the low frequency grows after the secondary shedding fre
has grown as seen in Fig. 15. It is still unclear why this low frequency component is only present at the higherRe. The secondary
frequency onset is closer to the cylinder and the energy is fairly constant as the structures move downstream.
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Fig. 16. Normalised power spectra of the transverse velocity component on centreline forAR = 0.25 atRe = 175.

Fig. 17. Downstream development of selected frequency energy forAR = 0.25 atRe = 175.

Above Re = 150, the secondary shedding region of the wake is no longer periodic. This is seen in Fig. 16 wh
normalised power spectrum has many more frequency components, with the low frequency component still pre
Re = 150, after the primary frequency has decayed, there is only one dominant frequency in the far wake (Fig. 14). H
at Re = 175, three dominant frequencies are present (Fig. 16). There is a transition to lower frequencies as the flow s
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has the most energy. BeyondX/D ≈ 12, the primary vortices roll into each other due to the influence of the two-dimens
instability. BeyondX/D ≈ 70, the tertiary frequency shown in Fig. 17 becomes the dominant frequency where the sec
vortex structures are rolling up into larger scale structures.

4. Conclusion

This paper has presented the power spectra of velocity along the centreline of wakes in the flow around an elliptica
with variedAR andRe values. It has been shown that, as theAR is decreased and/or theRe is increased, low frequency two
dimensional structures appear in the far wake increasingly closer to the cylinder. The normalised power spectrum plot
that the flow structures are evolving into larger scale structures with associated lower frequencies.

These results indicate that an alternative explanation of the low frequency unsteadiness found in the 2D simulations
and Balachandar [1] is that it can be due to a two-dimensional instability that has been observed in the far wake [6] in
with the vortices shed from the flat plate.

Similar to experimental results of Williamson and Prasad [9], a low frequency instability was found in simulations
Re and/or lowAR. In the experiments, the two-dimensional instability(FT) was triggered by an external source which resu
in a constant value for the low frequency. However, in the simulations the low frequency was not constant and variedRe
andAR. In the F2NI and F2 regimes where a secondary frequency was present in the far wake, no low frequencies we
in the power spectrum analysis.

For AR = 1, (a circular cylinder) no secondary frequencies were observed in the wake. This is likely due to the fa
for circular cylinders, secondary structures develop at over 100A downstream. This is in contrast to some experiments w
secondary wake structures were observed for circular cylinder at smaller downstream distances [9]. However, in the ex
it was shown that the far wake was extremely sensitive to external disturbances. In the case of the present simulatio
wake structures are not prematurely triggered by external noise and thus we obtain the natural state of far wake.

Using power spectra provides information about the characteristics of the wake structures beyond that garnere
visualisation. This makes it possible to clearly distinguish different regions of the parameter space model. Although it is
to visualise the low frequency component of the wake, it was only identified and quantified after analysing the power s
The inception point for the secondary frequency was found to occur at lowerRe than previously considered; it was not seen
the lowerRe flow visualisations because the vortices from the cylinder had decayed before the 2-dimensional instabil
significantly. However, visualisations are clearly useful to relate the frequencies back to the physical structures in the

Circular cylinders are used as the generic geometry for simulations of flows around bluff bodies. However, the as
wake structures only encompass a subset of wake structures associated with bluff bodies, at least within the firs
diameters downstream. Other simple bluff body shapes should also be considered in order to fully understand the dy
bluff body wake dynamics.
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